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An illustrated instruction that explains Bitcoin step-by-step: what it is, how it operates, the tale
behind it and how the future might appearance. Taken from the introduction: 'As this new
electronic currency grows from theoretical concept to worldwide reality, isn't it about time
somebody made an effort to explain the basics in everyone s vocabulary, so most of us can

embrace its potential. In the short period of 8 years, it's grown from the utopian project of a few
users to something that's moved more than 120 billion dollars. Bitcoin is the world's most

important digital currency.' This is an basic level book, so a person with an interest can
understand it. Right now, why don't we walk you through them. We felt like taking the first step

by distilling Bitcoin into a few napkin sketches. No economic or technical background is required
to enjoy it.
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Excellent Bitcoin explanation & It is an excellent little reference book, readable and easy to
understand. I would suggest this reserve to anyone searching toward the future of financial
commerce. Tutorial on Bitcoin I have been hearing a whole lot about Bitcoin recent years and
when I saw this book I immediately purchased a duplicate of it. Explanation Excellent
introduction and very clear explanation about something I've wondered about. While a little
bigger when compared to a napkin, it is normally a nice, concise dex ription of Bitcoin and some
possible usages. It creates an excellent X'mas gift!JHM
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